School District No. 60 is a place where:
● Our students are safe and have a sense of belonging, take personal responsibility for their
learning and for their interactions with others, have both voice and choice and are fully
engaged in their learning in arts and athletics as well as academics
● Our employees are engaged and passionate about their work; they take personal
responsibility, take risks and are empowered to make a difference for students
● Our schools are student-focused, inclusive, welcoming and reflective of community needs and
values
● Our communities are fully engaged with and share ownership of our schools

The core values that guide our work:
Respect, Compassion, Honesty, Responsibility, Relationships
Achieving our “North Star” will require the involvement and commitment of everyone in our
Peace River North school community.
Our Board Strategic Plan includes the following four overarching pillars:
Delivery of Excellent
Educational Programming
Focused on Student
Outcomes

Provision of Ethical
Leadership Focused on
Relationships and
Continuous Improvement

Exemplary Management
Practices Focused on
Aligning Resources for
Optimal Results

Engaged Governance
Focused on Advocacy,
Accountability, and
Community Partnerships

Framework for Enhancing Student Learning 2021-2025
Goal 1:
Goal 2:
Goal 3:
Goal 4:

Increase Dogwood Completion Rates
Increase Student Social/Emotional Competency
Enhance Student Options Through Diverse Learning Experiences in Career Education
Support Student Achievement Through a Systemic Learning Support Model

Introduction
Peace River North serves communities north of the Peace River to south of Mile 226 on the
Alaska Highway, and from the Rockies east to the Alberta border. Along with the larger
communities of Fort St John, Hudson’s Hope, and Taylor, several other rural areas contribute to
a population of over 35,000 inhabitants. Along with three First Nation communities of Blueberry
River First Nations, Doig River First Nation, and Halfway River First Nation we live, work, and
learn on the traditional territory of the Dane-zaa within Treaty 8. Our student population is
approximately 5730 in our 22 schools. We also have an Online Learning school that provides
service to K-12 and adult students. 13 of our schools are in urban areas with 10 in rural areas.
The school district employs 1100 staff (786 FTE) with an operating budget of $71.3 million for
2021-2022.

Framework Development Process
From the Board Strategic Plan that was developed in 2018 with education stakeholders and
from local and provincial learning evidence, the goals for the Framework for Enhancing Student
Learning (FESL) were established. Progress is reviewed regularly through annual school FESL
presentations and Board reports.

What the Evidence Told Us
While significant progress has been made with regards to Indigenous grad rates, this still needs
to improve, along with the overall 5-year and 6-year graduation rates. Literacy achievement is
relatively strong in the primary years as reflected in district and provincial assessments but
declines in the middle/transition years. Support for numeracy instruction and achievement is
needed system-wide. There is an ongoing need to support the social and emotional learning of
our students and staff.

Focus
A systemic and collaborative approach to improving student achievement.
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Goal 1: Increase Dogwood Completion Rates
Objective 1.1: Increase Indigenous Engagement & Achievement
With a Focus on Middle/Secondary
Key Strategies
●
●
●
●

Indigenous Education Transition Coach Program
NOIIE Inquiry Groups
Middle/High Indigenous Support Teachers/ High School Counsellor
Connecting students who have left standard schools to Key Learning (Online Learning),
Work Experience, and Youth in Trades

Energetic Learning Campus students had the opportunity to learn about Residential Schools
through an Indigenous Map of Canada activity put on by Indigenous Youth Care Worker
Carmen Dennis and Indigenous Transition Coach Crystal Anielewicz

Objective 1.2: Improve Reading Comprehension success in
grades 6-9
Key Strategies
●
●
●
●
●
●

Trial of new SD73 reading assessment for grades 4-9
Coaching and Collaboration grants to support Assessment For Learning, Universal
Design for Learning practices
Teacher Mentorship program
School-based strategies to monitor and respond to student absenteeism
Student voice and choice literacy initiative
Access to robust and representative library resources
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Objective 1.3: Increase successful transitions in grades 9-12
Key Strategies
●

●
●
●

Continue District-wide Middle to Secondary Transitions Inquiry Group (Year 2)
○ Inquiry groups at each school will implement new action, monitor and measure
effectiveness based on outcomes for learners and report to the whole group.
○ Proposed new actions include;
■ Earlier and more frequent connections for Grade 9 students with
Secondary School support staff (Counsellors, Indigenous Transition
Coaches) including campus tours. Differentiation will be a focus for
individuals or small groups of students from more vulnerable populations
■ Utilization of Grade 9 TAG system at Middle Schools to inform and
support students with transitions on a regular basis rather than one event
(Feeder School Teachers and Secondary School Staff)
■ Grade 9 students will create their own transition plan document to be
shared with Secondary School staff
■ A transition survey will be created to engage Grade 10 students to
provide feedback regarding their transition to Secondary School
■ Enhancement of the Assess System to provide both high level and
detailed student transition profile information
Supporting students transitioning into grade 10 that were not successful in grade 9 core
courses
Transition visitations for groups of grade 6 and 9 students
School-based strategies to monitor and respond to student absenteeism

Objective 1.4: Improve Academic Achievement in Numeracy in
grades K-12
Key Strategies
●
●
●
●
●

Math Assessment and Practice (MAP) Initiative
Review of Diagnostic Numeracy Assessment
District Numeracy Coach
Professional development opportunities in Thinking Classrooms
Increasing access to and training around numeracy resources (Mathletics, Mathology,
manipulatives)
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Thinking Classrooms – a thinking classroom is a structure and approach
where students work collaboratively solving rich tasks carefully designed to
meet the learning standards.

*
21 teachers in primary have signed up to work with Adam Fox this year.
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Numeracy
The Mathletics license is now accessible to all schools in our district and teachers continue
to receive professional development and training on the most effective use of this tool.
Below is a screenshot from this application.

Teacher Collaboration on Framework Goals at Charlie Lake Elementary School
Three teachers presented a Numeracy Workshop and Thinking Classrooms Workshop for all of the Charlie
Lake primary teaching and support staff on the May 7th Non-Instructional Day. The focus was on number
sense using math manipulatives, such as the rekenreks and 10 frames. The day was a resounding success
and ties in with a weekly collaboration block supported through their Learning Support Fund.
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Indicators
Six-Year Completion Rate

Reading
Comprehension
Grades 6-9
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Grade to Grade Transitions
Year

Grade

Grade to Grade Rate

2017/2018

8

97%

9

89%

10

89%

11

90%

8

98%

9

92%

10

91%

11

88%

8

97%

9

89%

10

92%

11

83%

2018/2019

2019/2020

C+ or Better in Grades 4-10 in Mathematics
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Student Learning Survey Satisfaction Rates for Transition Supports

Alignment of Resource Allocations With This Goal:
●
●
●
●
●

Mathology Pilot: $90,000.00 for 2021-22
Coaching and Collaboration: $$
MAP support: $$
Reading Assessment calibration/coding: $$
Assess System Enhancement:

Focus
A strong foundation in Social Emotional Learning is key to engagement and academic success
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Goal 2: Increase Student Social/Emotional
Competency
Objective 2.1: Increase School SEL Teams Understanding of the
CASEL Framework
Key Strategies
●

●
●
●
●
●

Offer a minimum of 4 Pro D opportunities for SD60 staff
○ CASEL Framework
○ SEL Strategies
○ SEL Curriculum
SEL Teacher/Youth Care Worker Training 4/6 sessions per year.
Teacher collaboration for SEL curriculum and strategies.
Support school SEL teams in the completion of the CASEL Indicators of School-Wide
SEL.
Engage school SEL teams in a Spiral of Inquiry focused on one Indicator of School-Wide
SEL specific to their school.
Enhance Assess Behavioural Incident Report to include SEL Competencies
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Objective 2.2: Cultivate a Community of Adults Who Engage in
Their Own Social/Emotional Learning
Key Strategies
●
●
●
●
●

Provide Adult SEL professional learning opportunities for teachers and support staff
throughout the 2021/2022 school year
Provide ongoing SEL professional development for Administrators (i.e Learning Series Compassionate Systems Leadership)
SD60 Staff Wellness Committee
Make available to all SD60 staff Workplace Wellness programs
Develop/facilitate SEL parenting sessions throughout the 2021/2022 school year

Over the course of the school year,
parenting seminars were offered on topics
related to well-being and mental health.
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Objective 2.3: Increase Student Understanding of Mental Health
Literacy and the Pathway to Care
Key Strategies
●
●
●
●
●

Train Grade 8 Middle School PE Teachers in Mental Health Literacy Curriculum
Continue to support Mental Health Literacy Curriculum at the Middle Schools
Provide Mental Health Literacy Curriculum Pro-D 2 times per year (open to all middle
school and high school teachers and administrators)
Pilot the new elementary Mental Health Literacy Curriculum in at least 5 elementary
schools.
Provide Mental Health Literacy parent sessions.

Indicators
Grade 7 MDI Well-being Index (%) and
Number of Children Responding

Grade 7 MDI Connectedness with Adults “At my school there is an adult that
believes in my success”
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Percentage of schools completing yearly CASEL School-Wide SEL Assessment

Alignment of Resource Allocations With This Goal:
●
●
●

SEL coaches: $$
Indigenous curriculum development: $$
Consultation/Engagement: $$

Focus
Providing engaging opportunities through diverse learning experiences that support Careers,
Literacy, and Numeracy education.
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Goal 3: Enhance Student Options Through Diverse
Learning Experiences in Career Education
Objective 3.1: Increase the number of Indigenous Students in
Career Pathway programs at High School while increasing their
satisfaction with career and post-secondary education preparation
Key Strategies
●
●
●
●

Middle School Transition presentations and support for Grade 9 students (Career
Education Staff)
Career Education presentations for Grade 10-12 students (Career Education Staff)
Individual student/small group meetings with Indigenous students to promote career
pathways and opportunities (Career Education Staff)
Presentations to the communities of Upper Halfway, Doig River, and Blueberry regarding
Career Pathways and opportunities for Secondary Students (Career Education Staff)

Small group visits and tours of Northern Lights
College.
“Our goal is to take a small group of students
every month to the college to explore programs
they are interested in, allow students to envision
themselves as students, make connections and
help make a smooth transition from high school to
post secondary schools to help build strong
communities.”
Brian Campbell
District Principal of Careers & International Education
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WORLD OF CHOICES – January 26 & 28

Designed for Grades 6-12, World of Choices is a mentorship program aimed to support students in
their journey to explore and refine their career goals. This JA program will put students face to face
with a diverse and inspiring group of professionals from around B.C. Provided free of charge, JABC
will oversee all coordination and provide optional online activities where students can further explore
career clusters. To enrol and for more details, see the attached JABC World of Choices – January
2021 Invitation flyer or visit jabc.ca/woc.
JABC TechWorks – March 2 & May 12

Designed for Grades 8-12, JABC TechWorks will expose high school students to the career
opportunities that exist in B.C.’s dynamic tech sector, the skills and education required for tech jobs
of the future. JABC TechWorks features a live virtual event (four dates & times), plus access to an
exciting video library featuring conversations and activities facilitated by B.C. tech leaders and
tech-enabled companies. Optional classroom resources and interactive activities also provided.
This complete JA program is provided free of charge! To enrol, see the attached JABC TechWorks –
March and May 2021Invitation flyer and for full details on the history of JABC TechWorks, please
visit website techworks.jabc.ca.
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Bert Bowes Middle School (BBMS) Careers Class Visits Northern Lights College
On March 9th, 2021, students visited NLC to talk about post-secondary and career planning. The
students wanted to expand on their knowledge and learn about the many different programs
provided by NLC. Students interviewed different administrators, instructors and department
co-ordinators throughout the day. A video submitted by their teacher,Ted Sloan, with highlights from
the day … BBMS Careers Class – Video
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Objective 3.2: Increase the integration of Literacy, Numeracy, and
Core Competencies within Applied Design Skills and Technology
Key Strategies
●

●

●

Develop ADST Demonstration Kits to provide Elementary teachers with a resource to
explicitly integrate numeracy, literacy and Core Competencies connections for skill
development.
Create new ADST lessons and activities to be added to the current bank found on the
District Digmore Learning Commons. This serves as a resource for all Elementary
teachers to increase the quantity and quality of learning experiences for our students.
Each will include a demonstration video and a detailed lesson plan with Numeracy,
Literacy and Core Competencies connections.
Professional Development session/s offered to Elementary teachers focused on these
resources and ADST instruction.

Makers Making Change
Thanks to a generous donation from Shell Canada
to the Makers Making Change initiative North Peace
Secondary School students will have opportunities
to pair makers with people with disabilities to design
and build low cost assistive devices.
NPSS held several build events throughout the year,
similar to the one that was held at Duncan Cran
Elementary last year.
School District No. 60 has made a strong commitment to the Applied Design Skills and
Technology curriculum and it is wonderful to see the students using what they have learned to
make a difference in our community.
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For further information on our partnership with Makers Making Change, and the Neil Squire
Society.
Makers Making Change Pamphlet-1
Makers Making Change Newsletter_Fort-St-John-1

Indicators
●
●

Raw DATA, percentage of indigenous students participating in Career Programs
Student Satisfaction levels;

●

Number of integrated ADST lessons and activities (revised or new) created and added to
the District Digmore Learning Commons - goal of 10 lessons.
Number of Elementary teachers using the integrated ADST Lessons and Activities - goal
of 60% Grade 5 and 6 teachers.
Rate of Teacher and Student satisfaction with regards to engagement in learning - goal
of 80% satisfied or very satisfied.
Student Survey and Written Reflection?

●
●
●

Alignment of Resource Allocations With This Goal:
●

Teacher release time for creation of Integrated ADST lessons - 5 TTOC days
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Women in Trades Event at Dr. Kearney
In February 2021 Dr. Kearney Middle School
hosted a Women in Trades event. Today, the
door is open to women in every BC trades
career from carpentry and plumbing to
aerospace and horticulture. The event
features opportunities to connect students
with mentors and hands-on experiences.

Focus
Evolving the Learning Support Model to create a model that is:
● understandable to staff, parents and community
● flexible to meet the needs of students and schools
● a transparent allocation of finite resources that link directly to learning evidence
and school FESL goals
● accountable
● a District-wide consistent approach to providing key resources and processes at
the classroom level

Goal 4: Support Student Achievement through A
Systemic Learning Support Model
Objective 4.1: Educate Staff and Stakeholders on the Rationale
and Structures of the Learning Support Model
Key Strategies
●
●
●

Review and present Ministry of Education direction on inclusive practices and the
parameters for Special Education Funding
Develop and present District information on specific structures and process that align
with the Ministry mandate
Use collaboration and communication structures such as the Leadership meetings,
school-based teams (SBT), PAC meetings, Post of Responsibility workshops and pro-d
opportunities to address this goal
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LEARNING SUPPORT MODEL

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

vast majority of spending allocated to Education Assistant support
addition of teacher time as a support – this could be additional Learning Assistance time, a
behaviour teacher, counselling time, etc.
addition of other support staff, such as a Youth Care Worker
additional support in the form of collaboration time and professional development for
teachers
a model that is responsive to the emerging needs of the class and school-based on class
reviews
individual needs are looked at through the lens of the entire class
a creative approach to supporting the learning environment for all students continues to
develop and we are seeing more creativity in how school-based teams address student
needs
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Objective 4.2: Implement A Sustainable, Transparent,
School-Based Learning Support Fund
Key Strategies
●
●
●
●

Provide a funding/budget spreadsheet that shows all school allocations for the Learning
Support Fund and a means to track expenditures
Support School-Based Teams to play a leadership role with this objective
Provide leadership opportunities for feedback, monitoring and adjusting of this tool
Monitor for progress in relation to learning evidence

Objective 4.3: Support Diverse Interventions to Respond to
Diverse Student/Group Needs
Key Strategies
●
●

●
●

Develop and follow guiding principles for the allocation of these funds
Consider all appropriate interventions that respond to the specific needs of the class
grouping: ie. teacher intervention, resources, pro-d, Education Assistants, Youth Care
Workers, teacher collaboration, coaching, mentorship, etc.
Share successes and challenges on diverse interventions
Monitor for progress in relation to learning evidence

Objective 4.4: Create a Universal Menu of Supports (Tier 1) for
the Classroom
Key Strategies
●
●

Strike up a leadership group to review various structures, processes and resources for a
universal classroom approach - meet regularly throughout the 2021-22 school year
Engage teachers, support staff and education stakeholders to collaborate on this
resource

Indicators
Diverse Allocations of Learning Support Model Fund across District in 2020-2021
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Alignment of Resource Allocations With This Goal:
●
●
●

Time spent at DLTM
Time spent with Working Committee for Universal Classroom Support Model
Learning Support Fund to Schools - approximately $6.3M to start in 2021-2022

Glossary
Framework for Enhancing Student Learning (FESL): The term used to describe an ongoing
improvement plan for schools, the district and the Province of British Columbia.
Dogwood: High School graduation certificate
Evergreen: An alternative graduation pathway with an emphasis on vocational/life skills.
Networks of Inquiry and Indigenous Education (NOIIE): A voluntary, inquiry-based network of
schools in BC that collaborate around specific questions related to improving student
success.
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Work Experience: Part of an educational program that provides a student with an opportunity to
participate in, observe and learn about specific tasks and responsibilities related to a
career.
Youth Work in Trades (WRK): The program consists of two grade-level curricula, four separate
courses and student training plans, and four work placements. Through participation in
WRK, school-age students can earn up to 16 graduation credits and 480 work-based
training hours required for provincially and nationally recognized industry trades
credentials.
Coaching & Collaboration Grants: Funds and resources available to teachers in SD60 for the
purposes of receiving coaching support and collaborating with colleagues on a specific
intervention or program for student success.
TAG system: Teacher Advisory Group system used at some middle schools whereby groups of
students meet regularly with an advisor teacher who supports them in their overall
school experience.
Assess System: A locally-stored web-based system to record and track student achievement
including report card marks, Individual Education Plans (IEPs), District literacy and
numeracy assessments, behaviour referrals, transition plans, etc.
Math Assessment & Practice (MAP): A tool for instruction and assessment in numeracy that
allows students and staff to approach numeracy from multiple perspectives.
“Thinking Classrooms”: A professional development initiative in SD60 where groups of teachers
are working with a consultant to design classroom spaces and lessons to facilitate
problem-solving skills.
Mathology: A series of textbooks, lesson designs and resources from Pearson Canada for the
numeracy program in SD60.

5 or 6-year Grad Completion Rate: The number of years it takes a student to graduate from
high school once they begin grade 8.
Reading Fluency: The pace and accuracy with a student can read the words of a text.
Reading Comprehension: The ability to comprehend the written text - as measured by
comprehension questions given to the student.
Individual Education Plan (IEP): A personalized learning plan for the student that can involve
different assessments and educational goals
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Foundation Skills Assessment (FSA): A provincial assessment for literacy and numeracy in
grades 4 and 7.
CASEL Framework: CASEL’s SEL framework fosters knowledge, skills, and attitudes across
five areas of competence and multiple key settings to establish equitable learning
environments that advance students’ learning and development. The five areas are
self-awareness, responsible decision making, relationship skills, social awareness, and
self-management.
Middle Years Development Instrument (MDI): An assessment through a voluntary survey by
grade 7 students to determine patterns of vulnerability in that age group.
Pro-D: Professional Development carried out by teachers, support staff and administrators.
ADST: Applied Design, Skills and Technologies: A component of the BC curriculum with a
focus on hands-on learning activities.
EA: Educational Assistant
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Together We Learn
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